
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 24 June 2022 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PB Iyla S Pride For always taking pride in your work, striving to do it to the highest standard that you can. Congratulations Iyla, it’s well  deserved! 

PB George S Responsibility For coming into school and settling hastily, quickly switching into learning student mode. Congratulations on your resilience George. 

PM Christina E Responsibility For being a responsible learner, by listening to and following instructions, and adopting a growth mindset in maths! Keep it up Christina! 

PM Harrison N Pride For taking his time with his work and trying his best to stretch out all the sounds he can hear when writing. Well done Harrison! 

PS Dean L Optimism For always being willing to give new learning tasks a go. Well done Dean! 

PS Bensen C  Responsibility For completing his home reading every single night! Amazing effort Bensen! 

PU Victoria-Paige L Respect For always being a wonderfully kind friend to everyone at school, you are a fantastic role model! Well done Victoria-Paige. 

PU Amrit P Responsibility For trying your best during Writing and sounding out as many sounds as you can hear. Well done Amrit! 

1E Sia I Respect For always being kind and caring to others by including them in group work and games. Well done Sia!  

1E James W Optimism For always having a growth mindset when problem solving in Maths. Keep up your amazing efforts James! 

1M Allegra B Responsibility For working very hard and making responsible decisions when working on her Maths Talent Quest. Well done, Allegra! 

1M Zoe F Respect For being a wonderful caring student who is always willing to give a helping hand when needed.  You are a star, Zoe! 

1P Jack D Pride For working hard to solve challenging Maths problems and sharing his knowledge with his peers! Keep up the great work Jack! 

1P Ronika T Optimism For greeting everyone with a smile each day and working hard to complete her work! Well done on your efforts Ronika! 

1Y Kian H Responsibility For challenging himself with his learning and consistently displaying excellent behaviour. An amazing effort Kian! 

1Y Laylah E Respect For being a kind and caring friend, working hard and listening carefully to teacher instructions. Well done Laylah! 

2B Dominic H Pride For always taking his time to produce his work with care and to the best of his ability. Keep it up Dominic! 

2B Evie K Optimism For always having a positive attitude towards her learning and never giving up when she is challenged. Fantastic effort Evie! 

2C Himanshee P Optimism For being kind and encouraging to her teachers and friends. Well done Nishi! 

2C Connor A Pride For always putting in a big effort when completing his school work. Fantastic effort Connor! 

2D Alessandro C Respect For always being a kind and considerate class member, who is ready to help others when needed. Well done Alessandro! 

2D Owen O Respect For being a kind and caring classmate by offering to help others when they are sad or need help. Excellent work, Owen! 

2I Savannah D Integrity For always being a kind and caring friend to her peers. Keep it up, Savannah! 

2I Jackson N Pride For always putting in his best effort during reading sessions and completing his tasks with Pride. Well done, Jacks! 

3A Zain P Responsibility For always looking for ways to extend his learning and increase his knowledge, at school and at home.  

3A Arissa L Optimism For always having a positive attitude towards learning and trying her best in all learning areas. 

3B Sophia M Optimism For always having a big smile on her face and making her friends laugh. 

3B Bryan X Responsibility For always completing his work to the best of his ability and having a positive attitude to his learning. 
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3FC Dylan A Optimism                         For loving a challenge in Maths and having a growth mindset, particularly during the Maths Talent Quest. 

3FC Alice S Pride                                                       For proudly sharing her wonderful ideas with the class. Great work! 

3P Angus B Pride For working so hard on the presentation of the story you have been writing. 

3P Andreas I Responsibility For his persistent and enthusiastic effort during Maths Talent Quest!  

4E Ian Y Responsibility For trying his best at all times and taking on teacher feedback to improve his tasks, especially when writing! 

4E Lucas F Pride For writing his pieces using impressive joined up handwriting and focusing on the presentation of all tasks. 

4G Sophia N Pride For always taking great pride in her work. 

4G Sienna R Respect For always being respectful when interacting with her teachers and peers.  

4K Blake J Responsibility Always working hard to achieve his personal best.  

4K Rosea K Optimism Staying positive during all class tasks.  

4TF Arelia J Optimism For showing a wonderful growth mindset when working through her Blitzmaster problems. Keep striving high Arelia. 

4TF Sebby M Pride For constantly being a wonderful and positive role model in 4TF. Keep being you Sebby!  

5D Araxi J Pride For always trying her best to present her work to the best of her ability. Great effort Araxi! 

5D Eva T Respect For always treating her peers and teachers with respect and kindness. Keep it up Eva! 

5M Sebastain H Integrity For trying his best at all times and taking ownership of his actions. Well done Seb, keep it up! 

5M Natasha K Responsibility For always being willing to take on extra roles in the class and for showing maturity at all times. Awesome work! 

5P Farzan D Responsibility For making responsible choices in and out of the classroom. Well done Farzan!  

5P Peter V Respect For displaying terrific sportsmanship throughout interschool sport. Well done Peter! 

6F Angus G Pride  For always working hard and getting the best out of himself and writing and performing an excellent speech.  

6F Angus Y Integrity  For working hard on his good sportsmanship, helping others when teaching games and encouraging others.  

6K Anastasia B Pride For always trying her best whilst completing all tasks.  Keep up the great work Anastasia!   

6K Rokhshid E Responsibility For always making responsible choices and being an excellent role model for her peers. Well done Rokhshid! 

Mandarin Harry N - 6F Responsibility  For his excellent effort in participating in all class activities. 

Perform.Art Archer G - 1E Responsibility  For showing incredible leadership skills and encouraging his class during a group challenge. Great work Archer! 

PE Marcus R - 6F Respect For going out of his way to be kind and include others within Physical Education sessions. Great work Marcus! 

STEM Cooper S - 5M Optimism For the enthusiastic, cheerful attitude he brings to STEM every single week. 

Visual Arts Himanshee 2C Pride For consistently demonstrating Pride in her work and behaviour in Visual Arts 

 


